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Hybrid events and meetings hold promise for connecting remote audiences and subject matter 
experts, reducing travel, and extending an organizer’s reach.  

Unfortunately, how to make them happen is still a bit like the Wild West…there are plenty of 
gunslingers around and you’re the sheriff trying to make sure everyone plays nicely. 

The good news is that hybrid events and meetings aren’t hard, but is different when you want to 
maximize the experience and value you deliver to remote participants. What follows are five 
critical questions to ask to ensure you’re setting yourself and the team up for success. 

Planning: What do we need to add to the project plan? 
If you’re like most meeting planners I know, you excel at many things including paying attention 
to details and a bit of cat herding. It’s also likely that you’re likely to rely on experts (such as the A/
V crew) to get you results in areas where you might not be an expert. 

When it comes to engaging the remote part of your audience, however, the responsibility is likely 
to going to fall back on your shoulders. The A/V crew can set up tech, but that enables 
engagement – it doesn’t create it. Designing an experience is what you do offline, and owning it 
for the remote audience is best if it’s part of the plan instead of an afterthought. 
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The Five Questions 

What do we need to add to the project plan? 

How can we NOT make this about technology?            

What level of production is needed? 

How do we source speakers who will create value? 

What do we want speakers and participants to do?



Technology: How can we make sure we don’t make this about technology? 
At one level, if virtual attendees can view what’s going on, they at least have a level of access they didn’t 
have before. But that’s a bit like watching bad TV (at least a TV show producer is creating with a screen-
watching audience in mind). Ideally virtual attendees have a way to participate, both with the presenter 
and with each other.  

When adding a virtual component to your meeting, you don’t have to be the expert or technologist. 
What you do have to do is “walk the hall” from the perspective of the online audience from registration to 
handouts to seeing and hearing to questions and interactions. Strive to have technology be transparent 
and subjugated to the experience you want to deliver. 

Design: What level of production is needed? 
When you’re planning offline events you ask yourself this question, too, right? The purpose, 
budget, and a host of other factors are all part of what you juggle as you bring together the best 
event you can within the constraints you have to work within. 

When you add a virtual component to your meeting or event, you’ve got options, too. Some 
might not be sexy, but they’re cheaper and easier, too. You could go for the whole hologram-of-
the-presenter thing and open up your wallet. There isn’t a one-size-fits-all answer. 

One other thing to remember: Production firms are likely to sell what they have and know, but 
often this is in the “shiny objects” category.  

Presentation: How do we source speakers that we’re confident are going to  
create value for all participants? 
This one’s tougher, because it requires two things. First, you have to have at least an inkling of a 
commitment to having your virtual audience have more than the previously mentioned fly-on-
the-wall experience. Second, you need to ask more and/or better questions of those who are 
responding to your request for speakers. 
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Even if you’re not entirely confident in what you want, remember this: This means that you’re 
going to be asking speakers for something that they may have little or no experience with. It’s 
not all about content anymore, it’s also about the delivered experience. 

With a little creativity you can plan a few questions that will give you insight into whether or not a 
speaker is ready…or at least coachable…to help you give event attendees value.  

Engagement:  What do we want both the speaker and participants to do? 
As a full time professional speaker and trainer, one trend I see is that planners are increasingly 
asking for interaction…even if the presentation is a keynote. More than that, “show up and throw 
up” is giving way to engagement before and after the presentation, too.  

As the planner, this probably will extend beyond what you’re going to ask of the speakers. You’re 
likely already familiar with tactics extend the sense of community and connection beyond the 
hour or days of the event itself, but ideally your speaker is on board with being part of it 
throughout, too. 

The bottom line 
When it comes to hybrid events, you don’t have to be a technologist to benefit from exploring 
new ways to create an experience. With a little forethought, creativity, and a few of the right 
questions, you can be the leader who casts the vision and guides all involved to a new level of 
engagement and fun.  
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Roger Courville: Keynotes, Workshops, RFP Development, Virtual/Hybrid Speaker Coaching 
Roger Courville has been called the Michael Jordan of online events. In reality, he’s just a normal 
guy who has a passion for helping people effectively and authentically connect with audiences 
they can’t see. You can find his full curriculum vitae at http://thevirtualpresenter.com/roger-
courville/. Better yet, just pick up the phone and call: +1.503.329.1662. 
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